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I have a degenerative eye condition called Keratoconus I am registered partially 

sighted I have had it since the age of 18 years old. I was placed on invalidity benefit 

back in 1993  my first medical assessment was in 1997 by then the benefit was 

called Incapacity benefit. Every time I was called for face to face assessment I 

passed the assessment and declared not fit to work. In 2006 I was called again for 

face to face at assessment centre and by this time the medical assessor said that I 

shouldn't be getting called up for a face to face so declared me not fit for work. In 

2009 I had my medical assessment and I wasn't called up for face to face medical 

assessment my medical assessment was done on paper so the assessment was 

declared not fit for work.  

In November 2012 I was assessed for ESA benefit to be transferred from Incapacity 

benefit to ESA benefit. My assessment again was done through paper assessment. 

When I got my decision notice back the decision maker placed me in the work 

related activity group of ESA known as WRAG. I decided to appeal I requested a 

copy of the medical assessors medical report and a copy of the decision makers 

reason for placing me in the WRAG. 

I discovered on the medical report the medical assessor who was a nurse gave the 

decision maker a prognosis of "work unlikely in the longer term and improvement 

unlikely in the longer term" to the decision maker from what I have discovered that 

prognosis is recommendation to the decision maker to place me in the support group 

of ESA. The decision maker reason for placing me in the WRAG was that I can 

convey and understand a simple message at the same time completely ignoring the 

recommendation from the nurse's prognosis basically overruling it and I discovered 

am not the only one that decision makers are overruling medical reports and 

challenging medical assessors. I appealed but before it went to tribunal they did a 

reconsideration. The decision maker contacted Atos and spoke to a doctor that had 

never even done my paper assessment and asked the doctor if I would be at risk in a 

working environment. The response from this doctor was "it is highly unlikely" I can 

use one eye this is a doctor that has no expertise in ophthalmology! so it went 

straight to tribunal. About a month later I got a letter from job centre telling me to 

attend a work focused interview I went to see my GP and told my GP about these 

mandatory interviews so my GP gave me a sick note to hand in at the job centre to 

refrain me from attending these interviews while on appeal the staff at the job centre 

refused the sick note. I told my GP about this so the next day I got a phone call from 

GP practice manager she told me that she contacted DWP to find out why they 

refused the sick note there response was "We need to see Mr Hurton first to see if 

he is fit enough to attend" I don't think the practice manager was happy at there 

response! that's when I discovered public civil servants dictating to medical 



professionals. I also suffer with depression so the minute you step your foot in at the 

job centre they class you as fit enough. I was getting called for these interviews 

every 3 months I had to wait 11 months for my tribunal hearing. A week before the 

hearing I had my representive go over my notes and medical assessors report he 

told me my prognosis was to place me in the support group of ESA he said that he 

would check out this doctor during reconsideration stage  to find out his expertise.  

When I arrived at the tribunal hearing November 2013 my representative told me he 

checked out this doctor and told me this doctor doesn't exist! he is not on the register 

I was shocked to discover this. When I went in to the hearing the doctor on the panel 

asked me a few questions about my eyes etc then after that the hearing was over 

less than 5 min the doctor and judge placed me in the support group of ESA using 

regulation 35 of the ESA benefit which I would be at risk in a working environment. 

At that time I had a advocacy worker from speak out I told him about this doctor not 

being on the medical register so he arranged for me to see Labour MP Michael 

McCann which there was no other option. Michael McCann contacted DWP to find 

out about this doctor it turns out the DWP made a administration error and told me 

the correct name of the doctor it turns out there was no trace of that doctor.  

My whole experience is telling me decision makers are overruling prognosis where 

the medical assessor has stated the claimant is not fit for work. I have a 

degenerative condition which is never going to improve but some how DWP seem to 

think that am going to improve therefore am subjected to constantly filling out forms 

every 3 years which raises my anxiety all the time am having to constantly prove 

myself to these public civil servants that am disabled which I feel should not be 

allowed am having to get medical evidence which I repeat every 3 years it causes 

mental anxiety. 

 


